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08 A not so budget chipset
AMD’s latest B550 chipset is hardly a bargain compared with B450, argues Richard Swinburne.

10 Are loot crates gambling?
Following attempts to classify loot crates as gambling in the House of Lords, Tracy King asks if the evidence stacks up.

16 AMD Ryzen XT
AMD takes a swipe at Intel’s Comet Lake launch with three new CPUs based on its Zen 2 architecture, but are they worth the extra money over their predecessors?

22 Best of NUC
Intel’s latest ‘next unit of computing’ has a brand-new ‘extreme’ design that can accommodate a GeForce RTX 2070 and a Core i9 CPU.

38 Teeny tiny pixels
We take a look at some of the latest 4K gaming monitors on the market.

48 DACs against the wall
USB DACs offer a very easy way to upgrade your PC’s sound, even if you’re using a laptop. We put five of them through their paces.

62 Too ooooon long
Rick Lane reckons most of today’s games take far too long to complete, but is he alone?

70 Build your dream PC
This month’s cover feature is devoted to PC bling. Whether you want your PC to look like it should be on the Las Vegas strip, or if you just want to add some unique personal touches, we take you through some of our top tips. From controlling lighting to adding vinyl details, we show you how it’s done, and we also show you how to set up a water-cooling loop with hard tubing.

80 Stream of consciousness
Edward Chester investigates what you need to start streaming games online, from choosing the right hardware to getting the software set up.

88 Hobby tech
Gareth Halfacree gets snappy with the new Raspberry Pi HQ Camera Module, tries out the Seeed Studio Wio Terminal and gives his verdict on Read Only Memory’s book about the history of Japanese game development, Japansoft.

96 Add USB Type-C to your PC
There’s no need for your PC to be left behind when it comes to USB support. In this month’s ‘How to’ guides, we show you how to add a USB Type-C port to your case, as well as various options for adding USB Type-C support to your motherboard.

101 The DOS house
Looking for the authentic retro PC gaming experience? At the other end of the scale from our Dream PC is our DOS gaming PC. We take you through the various foibles of 1990s gaming hardware, and show you how to build a classic PC gaming rig with a few mod cons, including a new case and PSU, as well as solid state storage.
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